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THE DELAY IN THE DECENNIAL CENSUS
 Context

The decennial Census of 2021 has been pushed back yet again, and it is unlikely to begin until at least September 2023.

 What is Census?

The census is the process of collecting, compiling, analyzing, and publishing 
demographic, economic, and social data about a specific population. A 
census provides a detailed picture of the population and its characteristics, 
including age, gender, education, employment, income, housing, and more.

 Census in India

	O The census in India is conducted by the Office of the Registrar General 
and Census Commissioner, which is a division of the Ministry of Home 
Affairs. 

	O The first census in India was conducted in 1872.

	O India’s first proper or synchronous Census, one which begins on the 
same day or year across regions of the country, was carried out in 1881 by the colonial administration and has 
since happened every 10 years.

	O The latest census in India was conducted in 2011, and the next census is scheduled for 2021 which has seen 
several delays induced by the pandemic.

 How is the Census conducted?

The decennial census is carried out by lakhs of enumerators empanelled and trained by the government in two phases.

	O First phase is the housing Census, where data on housing conditions, household amenities and assets possessed 
by households are collected. 

	O Second phase is where data on population, education, religion, economic activity, Scheduled Castes and Tribes, 
language, literacy, migration, and fertility are collected.

 What are implications of the delay?

The Census data is crucial for various administrative functions, welfare schemes. Following are the implications of 
delaying the census data: 

	O Outdated Census information (available from the last Census in 2011) often becomes unreliable and affects 
those who do and do not receive the benefits of welfare schemes. 

	P National Food Security Act, 2013 which provides subsidised foodgrains to poor & vulnerables uses the 
census data to identify the beneficiaries. 

	Q According to 2011 census, India’s population was about 121 crore and PDS beneficiaries were 
approximately 80 crores. However, economists have pointed out that 2020’s projected population was 
around 137 crore, PDS coverage should have increased to around 92 crore people.

	P The Finance Commission uses census data while granting finances to the states. 

	O Census data are critical for other sample surveys conducted in the country as they use the Census data as 
reference. For instance, the latest National Family Health Survey (NFHS-5) released last year used 2011 census data.

	O Census data is used for delimitation of constituencies and for determining the quantum of reservation for 
Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes.
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	O Census data is crucial to determine the population of migrants and migration patterns. Despite the large-
scale migration during the pandemic, the only data available from the government was from 2011, which could 
not answer queries on the numbers, causes and patterns of migration.

CAN FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES SET UP CAMPUSES IN 
INDIA NOW?

 Context 

Foreign universities and educational institutions could 
soon be allowed to set up campuses in India as per the 
draft regulations made public by the University Grants 
Commission.

 Quest for Foreign Universities in India: Efforts made 
in the past and now

	O The government had in 1995 drafted the Foreign 
Education Bill which had to be shelved.

	O Another attempt was made in 2006, but the draft law could not cross the Cabinet stage.

	O Then in 2010, the UPA-2 government brought the Foreign Educational Institutions Bill, which failed to get enough 
support in the Parliament.

	O The bill lapsed in 2014 as UPA lost power.

	O The New Education Policy, 2020 allows for establishment of foreign university campuses in India.

	P As stated in the NEP 2020, “A legislative framework will be put in place to facilitate such entry, and such 
universities will be given special treatment in terms of regulatory, governance, and content norms on par 
with other autonomous institutions in India”.

 Salient features of UGC Regulations on Foreign University Campuses in India

	O Who can set up campuses in India? Two types of Foreign Higher Education Institutions (FHEIs) can apply to 
establish campuses in India: 

1. Universities that are in the top 500 global rankings (either overall or subject-specific rankings)

2. Institutions of repute in their home countries.

	O Procedure for approval: 

	P The UGC will set up a permanent committee to look into questions about how FHEIs can set up and run 
campuses in India. The panel will look at each application based on merits, including the credibility of 
the educational institutions, the programmes to be offered, their potential to improve educational 
opportunities in India, and the proposed academic infrastructure. 

	P The Committee will make recommendations within 45 days. After the approval, the FHEI has to establish 
campus in India within 2 years.

	O Criteria for Admission and Fees: 

	P FHEIs will be free to set and change their admissions process and criteria. 

	P They can admit both domestic and international students. The fee structure should be transparent and 
reasonable. 
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	P The institution will have to put the prospectus on its website at least 60 days before the start of admissions. 

	P Based on an evaluation, the FHEI may give full or partial need-based scholarships from funds like 
endowment funds, donations from the alumni, tuition, and other sources.

	O Provisions for Faculty: 

	P FHEI will have the freedom to hire faculty and staff from India and other countries, as long as they follow 
the rules for hiring. 

	P It may decide the qualifications for hiring faculty and staff, their remuneration and other terms of the job. 

	P The FHEI has to ensure that the faculty hired have the same qualifications as the main campus in the 
home country. 

	O Protecting the Interests of Students: 

	P FHEI cannot stop a course or programme or close the campus without first getting permission from the 
Commission. 

	P If a course or programme is interrupted or stopped, it is the FHEI’s responsibility to find an alternative 
for the affected students. 

	O Equivalence with degrees given by Indian HEIs: 

	P The qualifications given to students on the Indian campus must be the same as the qualifications given by 
the FEHI on the main campus in the home country. 

	P The qualifications given out under the rules will be the same as any similar degree given out by an Indian 
higher education institution.

	O Securing National Interest: 

	P FHEIs must not offer any programme or course that puts India’s national interest or higher education 
standards at risk. 

	P The way FEHIs work can’t go against India’s sovereignty and integrity, the State’s security, good relations with 
other countries, public order, decency, or morality.

	O Financial provisions: The Foreign Exchange Management Act (FEMA), 1999 and its rules must be followed 
for movement of money across borders, keeping foreign currency accounts and making payments etc. 

	O Grievance redressal mechanism: FHEI shall have a mechanism to address students’ grievances. However, the 
students may appeal to UGC if the Institution does not redress their grievances.

 Benefits of establishing Foreign University Campuses in India

	O Internationalisation of Higher Education: Allowing foreign universities to establish campuses in India would 
aid in the internationalisation of higher education. 

	O Enhanced quality of Education: Due to competition between FHEIs and Indian institutions, there will be an 
enhancement in the quality of education and the overall talent pool.

	O Easing the tendency to shift abroad & saving the FOREX: 

	P Presence of campuses of foreign universities may ease the tendency to shift abroad for higher studies. 

	Q The Government recently told the Rajya Sabha that 11.3 lakh Indian students were studying abroad. 

	P This will help reduce the need for foreign exchange.

	Q One report has estimated that Indians would be spending US$ 80 billion annually for studies abroad 
by 2024-25. 
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	O Attracting Foreign Students: Campuses of reputed FHEIs will attract foreign students. This will help in exchange 
of ideas and cultures. It will prove beneficial to Indian students helping them to develop a more holistic outlook 
with global perspectives.

	O A Boost for Research: The enrolments in M.Phil and PhD courses is very low. It is expected that campuses of 
reputed FHEIs will improve enrolments in research courses and help improve the ecosystem in India.

 Concerns with the UGC Regulations

1. Norms are too restrictive: Some experts contend that the national security clause is too restrictive in nature. 
The FHEIs may be reluctant to enter India because it may impact academic autonomy. However, any aggrieved 
party will have the right to approach the Judiciary.

2. Confusion over two sets of regulations: Earlier regulations released by the Government (October 2022) regarding 
establishing campuses by Foreign Universities in the GIFT City (Gandhinagar) were exempted from the 
regulations set by the UGC. Two set of regulations may result in confusion.

3. Lack of clarity over certain provisions: According to some experts, the regulations have not elaborated about 
certain aspects that are applicable to Indian Universities like academic bank of credits, multiple entry and 
exit system, up to 40% online delivery along with the issue of reservations in admissions.

4. Ambiguity in eligibility criteria: There are multiple ‘global rankings’ like the QS, Times Higher Education, 
Financial Times Rankings etc. The regulations have not elaborated which rankings shall be considered for 
eligibility criteria (top 500).

 Challenges in establishing Campuses of Foreign Universities in India

	O Giving preference to foreign faculty over Indians: FHEIs may prefer to hire foreign faculty over Indians as 
they’ve flexibility to choose. 

	O May not be so affordable: They have autonomy in deciding the tuition fee. This may impact the affordability, 
making access to these institutions limited to the elite. Students from non-affluent families may have to rely on 
education loans.

	O Infrastructure Funding: The FHEIs may be reluctant to acquire real estate to establish big campuses. Acquisition 
of land is anyway a contentious issue in India with several instances of prolonged delays and litigations. The 
Government may have to step-in to facilitate land acquisition.

	O Reluctance because of stringent norms: FHEIs have to ensure that the education they impart do not violate 
India’s national interests including on grounds like sovereignty and integrity, public order, decency, or morality 
etc. Some of the terms like morality and decency are subjective based on cultural differences. This may make 
foreign faculty reluctant to join Indian campuses.

	O Not an easy peasy job: FHEIs will set up campuses only if they find it as a lucrative option. Very few top ranked 
FHEIs have foreign campuses (e.g., very few US Universities have campuses in the EU) even in countries with 
relative much liberal standards than in India.

	O Political Interference: Higher Educational Institutions in India are vulnerable to political interference including 
on issue of appointments to senior administrative positions. It will need to be ensured that FHEIs do not face 
such issues in India.

	O Lack of expertise: Some critics argue that UGC Officials lack the experience and expertise in dealing with FHEIs. 
Issues of yearly review, campus visits, and other forms of monitoring and intervention may pose some challenges.

	O Level Playing Field: FHEIs can be for-profit institutions and they’ll be allowed to repatriate surplus funds abroad. 
Indian public HEIs are not ‘for-profit’ and have to reinvest the surplus. This will put FHEIs on a different pedestal 
than Indian HEIs.
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 What should be done to improve quality of Higher education in India?

1. Address the needs of SEDGs: As committed in NEP-2020, the Government should cater to the needs of a large 
section of Indian society termed ‘Socio-Economically Disadvantaged Groups-SEDGs‘ that include women, 
transgenders, SCs, STs, OBCs, EWS, differently abled, migrants and geographically disadvantaged groups.

2. Promote domestic universities: Many private universities from India have shown great potential to innovate 
and become renowned globally. Such universities should be given a free hand on par with FHEIs in regard to 
autonomy, favourable regulations, taxation etc.

3. Remove political interference from universities: Political interference in Universities must be checked. UGC 
regulations may be relaxed to grant greater academic autonomy to Universities.

4. Address the financial constraints: There is an urgent need for increased funding, along with establishing 
dedicated funding streams for infrastructure grants/loans and financial aid. Universities can also be freed up 
to utilise other revenue streams such as start-up royalties and advertising.

	P Funding for research needs to rise significantly, with institutions like the NRF supplementing existing 
schemes (including those from the Ministry of Science). Funding should also be allocated to enable course-
based research experiences for undergraduates.

 Conclusion

The UGC Regulations on establishing Campuses by Foreign Universities in India is a welcome move. If regulations 
are successful in attracting FHEIs, it will have several benefits like increased competition, quality and improving R&D 
ecosystem. 

A STEP TOWARDS FIGHTING CORRUPTION
 Context

In a judgment in December 2022 — Neeraj Dutta v. State (Govt. of NCT of Delhi) — the Constitution Bench of the 
Supreme Court came down heavily on corruption among public servants in the country and lowered the bar for the 
quantum of evidence required to convict persons charged with corruption. 

 What is corruption?

Corruption is the abuse of power or position for 
personal gain, usually through illegal means. It refers 
to the practice of using one’s authority or influence 
for unethical purposes, such as bribery, nepotism, 
embezzlement, or exploitation.

 Types of corruption

There are several types of corruption, some of the 
common ones are:

	O Bribery: The act of offering, giving, receiving, or 
soliciting of something of value for the purpose of 
influencing the actions of an individual holding a 
public or legal duty.

	O Embezzlement: The misappropriation of funds or property by someone to whom they have been entrusted.

	O Nepotism: The practice of favoring one’s own relatives in matters of employment or advancement.

	O Cronyism: The appointment of friends and associates to positions of authority, regardless of their qualifications.
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	O Extortion: The act of obtaining something, especially money, through force or threats.

	O Money Laundering: The process of disguising the proceeds of illegal activities as legitimate funds.

	O Fraud: Deception with the intent to gain unauthorized benefits.

	O Kickbacks: A payment made to someone in return for their support or help in securing a contract or agreement.

 Causes of corruption in India 

Corruption in India can be caused by various factors such as:

	O Lack of transparency and accountability in the system

	O Weaknesses in the legal and judicial system

	O Political interference and influence

	O Poor salary and working conditions for public servants

	O Lack of public awareness and participation

	O Lack of effective enforcement of anti-corruption laws

	O Societal attitudes that tolerate or encourage corruption

	O Economic factors such as poverty and inequality

 Impacts of corruption in India 

Corruption in India has a wide range of negative impacts on the country’s social, political, and economic development. 
Some of the major impacts are:

 Fighting corruption in India

One step towards fighting corruption could be implementing transparent and accountable systems and processes, 
such as:

	O Strengthening anti-corruption laws and enforcement agencies
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	O Encouraging public reporting and whistleblowing mechanisms

	O Promoting transparency in political financing and government procurement

	O Increasing civic education and public participation in the fight against corruption

	O Providing ethical training and codes of conduct for public officials

	O Establishing independent judicial systems and protecting the rule of law.

 Importance of Neeraj Dutta vs State (Govt. of NCT of Delhi) judgment in the fight against corruption 

In this judgment, the Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court came down heavily on corruption among public 
servants in the country and lowered the bar for the quantum of evidence required to convict persons charged with 
corruption.

	O The Supreme Court debunked the myth that absolute proof of guilt alone can help convict an offender.

	O Conviction should be in order even if the witnesses turn hostile: The court has now laid down that even if 
prosecution witnesses turn hostile, a conviction would be in order if all the circumstantial evidence produced 
before the court points unmistakably to the guilt of the accused. 

	P This is a great step towards ensuring integrity in public services, especially in the ‘superior’ services such as 
the IAS and IPS. 

	O Diluting the requirement of only conclusive proof: Earlier, the belief was that only conclusive proof (proof that 
does not leave an iota of doubt in the minds of the courts) was required. This has now been diluted. 

	O Non-availability of the complainant should not be a hurdle: The court has directed that infirmities such as 
non-availability of the complainant should not stand in the way of accepting the story of the prosecution.

 Will this judgment alter the face of corruption?

The corrupt public servants will find other means of covering up their misdeeds. This is because many are willing 
to offer bribes to public servants, either on their own or on demand. This nexus between offender and victim has 
become a part of our ethos.

The judgment may not deter people from corruption. However, that is no reason for us to give up the fight. It is 
here that we need enlightened opinion leaders who are not scared of taking on powerful elements in politics or in 
administration.

WHY IS THE LAND SINKING IN JOSHIMATH?
 Context 

Recently, Joshimath, a town in Uttarakhand has witnessed sinking of its land. Over 500 homes in the region have 
developed cracks. Locals have been forced to find support structures to keep their homes from falling under their 
own weight. Already, over 50 families have been shifted to safer locations.

 Significance of Joshimath 

	O A tourist spot: At a height of 6,107 feet, Joshimath is a busy town in the Chamoli district of Uttarakhand. Despite 
a population of only about 23,000, it has been heavily built on, with hotels, resorts, and a bustling market that 
caters mainly to tourists, pilgrims, trekkers and personnel of the Army and the Indo-Tibetan Border Police (ITBP).

	O Religious & cultural significance: Joshimath was established by Adi Shankaracharya in North India. The 
math has temples of Badrinarayan and Rajrajeshwari Devi. It has a sacred cave where Adi Shankaracharya 
supposedly undertook tapasya.
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	O Strategic significance: After the 1962 India-China war, Joshimath emerged as a place of strategic importance as it 
leads to villages along the India-China border. It is also en route to Barahoti, a disputed territory along the border.

	O A gateway to various Pilgrimage sites: The town is also a gateway to noted sites of pilgrimage — Badrinath for 
Hindus and Hemkund Sahib for Sikhs; the international skiing site of Auli; and the Valley of Flowers, a UNESCO 
World Heritage site.

 What is land subsidence?

	O Land subsidence is the sinking or 
settling of the ground’s surface 
due to natural or human-induced 
reasons. 

	O It occurs when soil, sediment, or 
rock compacts and loses volume, 
causing the ground to sink. 

	O Human activities such as excessive 
groundwater pumping, oil and gas 
extraction, and soil compaction 
can also lead to land subsidence.

 Why is Joshimath sinking?

	O Situated on an old landslide: Joshimath is built on the deposits of an old landslide, which means that the slopes 
can be destabilized even by slight triggers.

	O Lies in seismic zone V: The town is also in Zone V, which, as per India’s seismic zonation scheme, denotes the 
highest risk. It lies between two thrusts, the Main Central Thrust (MCT) and the Vaikrita Thrust (VT), and thus 
occupies a seismically active terrain.

	O Construction of subsurface structures: The Government proposes to build 66 tunnels in the Uttarakhand 
Himalaya and 18 tunnels are already in operation. Building these subsurface structures could result in gross 
damage to the environment, including the concentration of pollutants from traffic exhaust compounded by a 
microenvironment with no sunlight and limited dispersion in such long-distance tunnels. 

	O Large-scale construction projects in the vicinity: The construction of highways and railway tracks has 
now become a prime cause for landslides and their occurrences have doubled over the years. The increased 
anthropogenic activities such as road construction have made the hill slopes extremely unstable. That is why the 
recurring landslides have gone up in numbers in the Himalayas.

	O Descending groundwater levels: Irreversible impact on groundwater like descending water levels have been 
observed in the areas of tunnel construction. Erratic rainfall and ecological degradation associated with land 
use change for infrastructural development are already impacting mountain aquifer systems. Groundwater use 
in the Himalayan States differs from that in the plains, as large and contiguous aquifers do not exist in the hills.

	O NTPC’s Tapovan-Vishnugad hydro project: It has been recorded that the NTPC’s Tapovan-Vishnugad hydro 
project tunnel which passes just below Joshimath, could be a contributing factor to this phenomenon. During the 
construction of the tunnel, a boring machine perforated a water-bearing stratum on the left bank of the Alaknanda 
River near Shelong village, leading to a discharge of 60-70 million litres per day. This must have led to the gradual 
depletion of pore pressure within the sediment leading to aquifer compaction and settling of the ground.

	O Unsustainable tourism: The Himalayan terrain demands sustainable tourism, not mass tourism. The daily 
average footfall last year along the Char Dham route was reported to be around 58,000. There is the unregulated 
rise in tourism that has led to a construction boom in unsafe zones such as river valleys, floodplains and slopes 
vulnerable to landslides.
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	O Lack of drainage and wastewater disposal systems: The 2022 USDMA report also pointed to a lack of drainage 
and wastewater disposal systems as being part of the subsidence problem. According to Mr. Sati, about 85% of 
buildings in the town — including those owned by the Army — aren’t connected to a sewerage system and have 
soak pits instead.

 Mishra Committee report on Joshimath

Almost 50 years ago in 1976, the Centre had appointed MC Mishra, the then collector of Garhwal, to look into why 
Joshimath was sinking.

	O The committee warned against heavy and unscientific construction in the town, further reporting that Joshimath 
is a deposit of sand and stone and hence was not a suitable place for the coming up of a township. Vibrations 
produced by blasting and heavy traffic will also lead to disequilibrium in natural factors.

	O However, Joshimath continued to develop exactly the way the Mishra committee had advised against.

 Recommendations made by Mishra Committee

	O Restrictions on heavy construction: Construction should only be allowed after examining the load-bearing 
capacity of the soil and the stability of the site, and restrictions should also be imposed on the excavation of slopes.

	O Don’t remove the boulders : In the landslide areas, stones and boulders should not be removed from the bottom 
of the hill as it would remove toe support, increasing the possibility of landslides.

	O Sealing of cracks: Cracks which have developed on the slopes should be sealed. The toe of a landslide is its 
bottom-most point.

	O Conserve the trees, soil and water resources: It has also advised against cutting trees in the landslide zone 
and said that extensive plantation work should be undertaken in the area, particularly between Marwari and 
Joshimath, to conserve soil and water resources.

	O Avoid agriculture on the slopes: Activities like ploughing loosens the soil thereby triggering the scope for 
landslides.

	O Stop seepage of open rainwater: To prevent any more landslides in the future, the seepage of open rainwater 
must be stopped by the construction of a pucca drainage system.

	O Don’t allow water to accumulate: Water should not be allowed to accumulate in any depression, drains should 
be constructed to carry it away to safe areas.

	O Construction of metalled roads : Roads should be metalled and without scuppers, that drain away the water 
from the road surface.

	O Prevent the erosion of the riverbank: To prevent the erosion of the river bank, cement blocks should be placed 
in vulnerable spots on the bank.

	O Hanging boulders on the foothills should be provided with appropriate support, and erosion prevention and 
river training measures should be taken up.

	P River training is the construction of structures to guide the river’s flow. 
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Practice Questions

1. With reference to the Land subsidence, Consider 
the following statements:
1. Land subsidence is the sinking or settling of 

the ground’s surface due to natural or human-
induced reasons. 

2. It occurs when soil, sediment, or rock compacts 
and loses volume, causing the ground to sink.

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(a) 1 Only (b) 2 Only 
(c) Both 1 and 2 (d) Neither 1 nor 2

2. Consider the following statements:
1. The first census in India was conducted in 1872.
2. The decennial census is carried out by lakhs of 

enumerators empanelled and trained by the 
government in two phases.

3. National Food Security Act, 2013 which provides 
subsidised foodgrains to poor & vulnerables uses 
the census data to identify the beneficiaries. 

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(a) 1, 2 and 3 
(b) 1 and 2 Only
(c) 2 and 3 Only
(d) None of the above

3. Consider the following statements:
1. The government had in 1995 drafted the Foreign 

Education Bill.
2. The New Education Policy, 2020 does not allow 

for establishment of foreign university campuses 
in India.

3. Two types of Foreign Higher Education Institutions 
(FHEIs) can apply to establish campuses in India

Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(a) 1, 2 and 3 
(b) 1 and 3 Only
(c) 2 and 3 Only
(d) None of the above

4. Consider the following statements about Joshimath:
1. Joshimath was established by Adi Shankaracharya 

in North India. 
2. The math has temples of Badrinarayan and 

Rajrajeshwari Devi.
Which of the statements given above is/are correct?

(a) 1 Only
(b) 2 Only 
(c) Both 1 and 2
(d) Neither 1 nor 2

ANSWER KEY
1 2 3 4
C A B C

** For Explanation read above articles thoroughly.
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